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The state and Industry in China have paid more attention to Intellectual 
Property, such as Patent, as science and technology develop and the time of 
knowledge economy is coming. After the outbreak of US Subprime Crisis, 
all the enterprises, especially, the multinationals pick up the pace of 
industrial adjustment, and think of the creation and implementation of 
Intellectual Property as the key of a successful transformation. Financing 
acquired through pledge of Patent is one of the modes of implementation of 
Intellectual Property. It is of great significance to make research and carry 
out the system of Patent pledge.  
The business of Patent pledge need the protection of a perfect Patent 
pledge system, but there are many problems in the Patent-pledge system 
which needs to be solved in China. Based on this, this paper analyzes and  
explores the system of Patent-pledge itself and the problems of it, then 
gives some legislative proposals to perfect it. This paper is divided into five 
parts: 
The first part is the introduction. It is about the legislative background 
and the problems of pledge of Patent. 
The second part consists of two sections; it is about the basic theory of 
pledge of Patent. One is about the definition and the features of pledge of 
Rights. The other is about the concept and features of pledge of Patent. 
Then, it is the legal analysis of Patent pledge. First, it explores the 
elements and scope of subject matter of patent pledge. Next , it discusses 
the entering of Patent pledge contract. Then, it explores the effectiveness 
and its scope of Patent pledge, also it discusses about the problem which 















and termination of Patent pledge. The fifth is an overview and the problems 
of appraisal of patent. 
The fourth part focuses on consummation of the system of patent 
pledge. Firstly, this part provides recommendations on expansion of the 
object of patent pledge and legality of duplicated patent pledge; secondly, 
creation of patent pledge shall be on the basies of registration or otherwise 
shall not act against a third party. Beside, there are proposal in this part 
about rule of realization of patent pledge and preservation thereof. Lastly, 
this part recommends resolution on the issues of patent assessment. 
The fifth part is conclusion of this paper. The way to finance by patent 
pledge is of the economic development trend and is favorable for 
enterprises to extend the financing channels, meet the need of economic 
trend and the social wealth construction 
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利 700 多件，质押总额仅近 60 亿元。
②
相较于我国庞大的专利授权量来说（从





务在国内做得 好的交通银行，自 2006 年 10 月推出中小企业知识产权质押
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